
WHAT IS SPEAK OUT!®?
And the people behind all that noise: 
LOUD Crowd®
Our Optimal SP team are always enthusiastic about working with people with
Parkinson’s Disease. We’ve been providers of Lee Silverman Voice Treatment for
PD for many years. We present to PD Groups and Newly Diagnosed programmes
all across Sydney because we know early referral matters. We get great results, but
we have had two niggling concerns about our patients with PD for some time. 
 
People with PD can improve their voices with treatment. That part is simple. But not
everyone loves the traditional loudness approaches, and many people lose
momentum some months after an intensive treatment. To make gains and lose them
is disappointing for everyone. 
 
After evaluating the literature about maintenance of vocal gains for the past few
years, our OSP team made a decision to tackle this issue head on. In 2018-2019 we
have been busy becoming accredited in new treatment techniques for Parkinson’s
Disease – SPEAK OUT!® and The LOUD Crowd®. We are incredibly excited to
offer evidence-based approaches that now include group treatment. 
  
SPEAK OUT!® addresses the motor speech deficits associated with
Parkinsonism. This speech therapy program was specifically
developed by the Parkinson Voice Project in Texas to be practical and
efficient in order to keep cost lower and offer flexible treatment
options. SPEAK OUT!® combines speech, voice, and cognitive
exercises with a fundamental goal of preserving the voices of people
with PD. Most people require only 8 – 12 individual SPEAK OUT!®
treatment sessions before they enter the maintenance phase of
Parkinson Voice Project's two-part therapy program.
 
This maintenance program consists of speech therapy groups to help
patients maintain the strength of their voices. The LOUD Crowd®
provides ongoing vocal practice, accountability, support, and
encouragement. Our Optimal SP team is offering LOUD Crowd® at
Artarmon, Wahroonga and we are even heading to Wagga very soon.
We made so much impact in 2018 that we were awarded an
international grant from Parkinson Voice Project to travel to Texas for
advanced training in 2019, which means we now have four clinicians
accredited in these approaches.
 
We think this is something worth making a lot of noise about so give
us a call on 0403 903 822 or email info@optimalsp@gmail.com to
find out more.


